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During the last two decades the European airport industry is liberalised and turned to competitive market environment. This fact attracts an increasing scientific and practical interest to analysis of airport efficiency and its determinants, as well as different aspects of airport competition. This paper contains a critical review of existing researches in these two areas – airport efficiency and spatial competition among airports. We analysed modern approaches to airport benchmarking, their advantages and shortcomings, and systematised a wide range of related academic studies. We paid special attention to empirical researches of spatial competition as a factor affecting airport efficiency. Despite the fact of a well-developed theory of spatial competition and signs of its growing effects in the airport industry, we discovered a lack of studies devoted to the relationship between airport efficiency and spatial competition.
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1. Introduction

The legislative liberalisation process of the EU air transportation market was completed in 1997 [1–3]. Nowadays all European airlines can provide connections between any origin and destination airports without any restrictions (excluding that related with airports’ capacity). Liberalisation of the air transport industry also concerned airport enterprises and initialised significant changes of airports ownership and management. Airlines, operating in a competitive environment [4], gained an option to choose partner airports and therefore obtained influence possibilities. Those changes forced airports, originally considered as natural monopolies, to adapt to new, competitive market conditions. Besides these institutional changes on the air transportation market, there are other sources of increasing competition pressure. Development of high-speed rails, interregional bus transportation and, generally, transport networks also can be considered as an additional factor influencing competition between airports [5].

A competitive industry advances severe claims for enterprises’ capitalisation and efficiency. Historically managed by government, many airports were involved into privatisation process to attract private investments and improve operational efficiency. Beginning from 1987, when UK government sold its seven major airports (including London Heathrow, Gatwick, and Stansted) to a private sector firm (British Airports Authority), many European airports became partly or completely private. Being under government ownership, airports’ management was oriented (in an ideal case) to maximizing social welfare, at country and regional levels. After privatisation, these objectives were superseded by profit maximisation, usual for a commercial marketplace. One of main sources of company profit maximisation is operational efficiency, so efficiency estimation and improvement became a subject of interest of privately managed airports [6].

Airport efficiency benchmarking can serve different purposes [7] and has important implications for a number of stakeholders. Scotti [8] outlines the following interested parties:

− Airports management require efficiency comparison between airports to improve airport operations and enhance its standing in a competitive environment.
− Airlines management is interested in identifying of efficient airports for their operational activities.
− Municipalities require efficient airports for attracting businesses and tourists into a region.
− Policy makers need for benchmarking for airport improvement programs for making optimal decisions about resource allocation.
There are several well-known scientific approaches to efficiency estimation, but their applications to the airport industry are related with additional industry-specific complexities. The majority of efficiency estimation methods are based on comparison of economic agents having comparable resources. Concerning utilised resources, European airports are very heterogeneous. There are a set of social, climate, and economic conditions which make airport environment conditions heavily compatible. Also airports are significantly differentiated on the base of average passenger income and trip purposes (business or leisure), which also can be considered as an obstacle for airport comparison and efficiency estimation. Another benchmarking problem is related with a specific type of competition between airports. The legislatively competitive environment doesn’t guarantee competition itself. Competition between airports is limited by their geographical location and obviously has a spatial component. Although number of European airports is increasing during last decades [9], there are some geographical areas where a competition pressure is weak or absent. European legislative authorities try to compensate this lack of competition pressure by different forms of regulation [10], which also complicates airport benchmarking.

Significant demand for airports benchmarking from different stakeholders in connection with task complexity attracted academic researchers to pay attention to this problem. There are more than a hundred research papers, published during last two decades, are devoted to airports efficiency estimation. The most significant reports are the Global Airport Performance Benchmarking Reports 2003–2011 produced by Air Transport Research Society (ATRS) [11], the Airport Performance Indicators and Review of Airport Charges reports by Jacobs Consulting, the Airport Service Quality programme by Airports Council International. Some local authorities which control the airport sector also provide their own benchmarking reports, e.g. Avinor AS (Norway) [12], Civil Aviation Authority (UK) [13], and others. Many related researches are also executed within the bounds of the German Airport Performance (GAP) research project, a joint study between three German universities.

This paper contains a critical review of exiting airport efficiency researches in respect of used approaches and mentioned empirical difficulties. We pay special attention to spatial competition between airports and taking it into account in airport benchmarking.

2. Airport Efficiency Benchmarking: Theory and Applications

The airport business model

A classical definition refers economic efficiency [14] as usage of available resources (inputs) to maximise the production of goods and services (outputs). For the airport industry defining of inputs and outputs is not straightforward. Currently, an airport is considered as a connection hub between a public (serving passengers and cargo) and an airline (serving aircraft fleet movements) [15]. Airport outputs for these two groups are different – air passenger movements (APM) and air transport movements (ATM). A choice of output specifications is important for further efficiency estimation and can lead to different results and conclusions (see, for example, Pels [16] for a comprehensive discussion).

Concerning airport activity, both APM and ATM outputs are not homogeneous. There are two main components – passengers and cargo, which obviously have different ‘handling’ processes. A frequently used unit, which integrates passenger and cargo outputs, is a work load unit (WLU). Usually WLU equals to 1 passenger or 100 kg of cargo. Evidently a WLU is a weak indicator, but quite attractive and frequently used due to its simplicity.

Nowadays, activity of airport enterprises is not limited with aeronautical services, but includes parking, retailing, food and beverages, passenger access, and other services. Today these non-aeronautical services, originally considered as complementary, play an important role in the airport business [17]. According to ATRS reports [11], a share of non-aeronautical revenues is increasing during the last decade and for some European airports exceeds 50% (for example, for German busiest Munich and Frankfurt airports). Thereby these diverse non-aeronautical activities became an important component of overall airport performance.

Financial indicators can be considered as an alternative to physical measurement of airport outputs. The most frequently used are operational costs and revenues. Usage of financial indicators allows smoothly handle diverse airport activities, but requires information about local prices and airport-specific conditions (like government subsidies, etc.).

Recently some researches also included some negative outputs into airport benchmarking. These undesired outputs can have different forms like environmental emission and noise [18] or passenger delays [19].
Resources, utilised by airports, and airport-specific conditions are even more heterogeneous than outputs, and their definition is quite challenging. The primary set of resources usually includes labour resources (e.g. number of employees) and infrastructure resources (number of runways, airport surface area, number of terminal or gates, number of check-in desks, number of baggage reclaim belts). All materials and outsourced services are usually included in financial form. Non-aeronautical resources (like parking spaces, retail points, etc.) should also be included into consideration.

A range of factors affecting airport performance is very wide and includes airport ownership and management structure, hub status, region-specific characteristics like tourist- and business-attractiveness, climate and whether conditions and others. Also from modelling perspective, airport physical outputs can be considered as resources for financial outputs.

Summarising, we can note a great variety of approaches to the airport business model, its outputs and resources. Recently several comprehensive voluminous reviews of airport empirical studies were published [13], [20].

Airport benchmarking techniques

The theory of efficiency estimation provides a wide range of estimation methods with their own advantages and limitations. Scientific approaches, used for airport benchmarking, start from relatively simple linear indexes, but further include more complicated frontier-based models. Hirschhausen and Cullman [21] presented an excellent review of methodologies used for airports benchmarking.

Partial factor productivity indicators

The simplest one-dimensional way of efficiency estimation is a direct ratio of a chosen airport output to a given resource used. Indicators, constructed on the base of this strategy, are called partial factor productivity (PFP) indexes. Due to a great diverse of airport outputs and inputs, the range of PFP indexes is very wide. PFP indexes are not related to overall airport’s efficiency, but reflect a particular aspect of its activity [22]:

- Labour productivity indexes – APM per employee, ATM per employee, WLU per employee.
- Infrastructure productivity indexes – APM per terminal, WLU per airport’s surface square meter, ATM per runway.
- Financial performance indexes – operational costs per WLU, overall/aeronautical revenue per WLU, overall revenue to expenses ratio.

Nowadays PFP indexes for undesired outputs are also frequently used – average delays, delay minutes per ATM, green gas emission per ATM, etc.

PFP indexes are widely used by airport management staff, because the meaning of a PFP indexes and sources of its values are obvious, calculation of PFP indexes is elementary, and each index separately doesn’t require full set of data. Each PFP index provides valuable information about a particular area of interest, but by definition cannot provide a full picture of airport performance. PFP indexes don’t consider differences in input/output prices and other operating environment conditions; leave factor substitution out of account [13], and so can be considered just as a good complementary research tool.

Stated weaknesses of PFP indexes led to development of methodologies which allow calculating overall efficiency values. All methodologies can be classified on the base of their principle (averaging or comparing with frontier values) and presence of a random component (deterministic or stochastic approaches). A classification of widely used methodologies is presented in the Table 1.

Table 1. Classification of methodologies used to estimation of firm’s efficiency or productivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Deterministic</th>
<th>Stochastic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Averaging</td>
<td>Total productivity factor (TFP)</td>
<td>Classical regression models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier</td>
<td>Data envelopment analysis (DEA)</td>
<td>Stochastic Frontier analysis (SFA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free disposal hull (FDH)</td>
<td>Distribution-free approach (DFA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thick frontier approach (TFA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own classification, based on Liebert and Niemeier [20], and Hirschhausen and Culman [21]
Methodologies, based on averaging of values, consider a relationship between weighted airport outputs and inputs. Total factor productivity (TFP) indexes use prices to weight input/output values, when regression estimates these ‘weights’ by minimizing the sum of squared residuals. Averaging methodologies assume that all airports in a sample operates efficiently, which obviously doesn’t match the real situation when a difference between outputs of two airports with similar resources can be explained not only by a random component, but also by technical or managerial efficiency. Frontier-based methodologies (like data envelopment analysis or stochastic frontier analysis) allow inefficiency components by construction, but require a larger volume of data for estimation.

**Parametric approaches to airport benchmarking**

TFP indexes are ratios of weighted outputs to weighted inputs, where market prices are used as weights. Two most frequently used TFP indexes are Tornqvist index [23] and Caves, Christensen and Diewert (CCD) index [24], which can be considered as flexible forms of classical Laspeyres or Paasche indices.

Market prices, required for calculation of TFP indexes, are rarely available and valid, which can be a reason of a limited number of TFP applications to the airport industry. The most frequently cited researches, based on TFP, are the ATRS Global Airport Performance Benchmarking Reports [11] and related analytical studies [6]. Authors constructed a variable factor productivity index and used it for productivity comparison of airports around the world. Nyshadham and Rao [25] applied TFP indexes to estimation of European airports efficiency and compared the results with partial indexes. Gitto [26] applied TFP indexes as one of tools for analysis of Italian airports efficiency.

Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes in 1978 [27] proposed a data envelopment analysis (DEA) approach to estimate overall company efficiency. DEA is a frontier approach, based on linear programming techniques, which allows directly taking airport inefficiency component into account. DEA constructs an efficiency frontier without market price values and without assumptions about a functional form of the frontier, which makes it easy-to-use and powerful efficiency estimation tool. The Malmquist index [24], defined using distance functions for a multi-input, multi-output technology, is frequently used to analyse airport efficiency changes over time.

DEA estimator is non-statistical by construction which makes it sensitive to data problems and prevents usage of popular research techniques like confidence intervals and hypothesis testing. Moreover, DEA estimator is biased upward [28] and inconsistent for non-convex frontiers. Simar and Wilson [28] suggested bootstrapping procedures to solve these problems and improve statistical properties of DEA estimates.

A practically important research area, which is lying outside the basic DEA model, is examination of factors influencing airport efficiency values (like airport ownership structure, hub status, etc.). A typical two-stage approach to deal with these factors includes calculation of DEA efficiency values and further their regression on explanatory factors. DEA efficiency values are obviously limited to the [0, 1] closed interval, so regressions with a censored dependent variable are used. Simar and Wilson [29] discussed properties of two most frequently used regression models – Tobit and truncated, and suggested an alternative double bootstrapping procedure.

DEA is the most frequently used academic approach to airports benchmarking. More than a hundred scientific researches, oriented on different practical and theoretical aspects of DEA model, were published during last two decades. Comprehensive literature reviews can be found in [20], [30], and [31]; in this paper we will just present DEA-based researches published in last years.

Gillen and Lall [32] published an analysis of US airports, based on the two-stage DEA approach with a second stage Tobit regression with environmental, structural and managerial variables. This research can be considered as a pioneering one and a base for many modern DEA-based airport benchmarking researches. Another frequently cited DEA application is Sarkis’ US airports performance analysis [33].

Recently published studies include several country-specific DEA application for Spanish [34], [35], Greek [36], Malaysian [37], and Latin America’s [38] airports. Barros et al. applied Gillen-Lall’s approach to analyse airports in United States [39], in Argentine [40], in United Kingdom [30], [41], in Italy and Portugal jointly [42], and in Canada [43].

To the best of our knowledge, the most researched European countries in this aspect are Germany and Italy. German Aviation Research Society (GARS) published a set of researches ([44], [45], [22]), where the approach by Malmqvist-DEA was applied to a sample of German airports. Adler and Liebert [46] complemented DEA efficiency values with second stage OLS, Tobit, and truncated regressions on ownership, regulation, and management characteristics. Ulku, Muller, et al. [31], [47] analysed German airports applying Simar-Wilson’s double bootstrapping procedure (among other research approaches).
Gitto and Mancuso published some articles [26], [48–50] with application of Simar-Wilson’s double bootstrapping procedure to Italian airports. Other recent DEA applications to Italian airports performance are presented by Barros and Dieke [51] and Malighetti et al. [52].

European airports efficiency was analysed by the University of Bergamo researchers [53], [54]. A special attention was devoted to competitive characteristics of the European airport network, which were included as a factor influencing airport efficiency in Simar-Wilson’s model. Also DEA approach was applied to European airports by Pels et al. [16], [55].

DEA is not the only deterministic approach to efficiency estimation. The free disposal hull (FDH) method [56] is a popular extension of DEA, which relaxes DEA’s assumption about a convex form of the frontier.

FDH has few applications to the airport industry. Holvad and Graham [57] applied FDH approach to analysis of European and Australian airports and discovered difference between DEA and FDH efficiency estimates for European airports.

However, since DEA and FDH are non-statistical, any deviation from the frontier is considered as inefficiency, making DEA estimates non-robust and exacting to data quality. Statistical models with a random component in specification solve this issue and allow applying standard powerful statistical techniques. Therefore statistical models (both averaging and frontier) became a more popular airport benchmarking tool during the last decade.

**Stochastic approaches to airport benchmarking**

The most popular statistical model is a classical regression, which estimates a relationship between the mathematical expectation of a dependent variable (usually output) and a set of explanatory variables (inputs). The classical regression requires a predefined functional form of this dependency. Cobb-Douglass function with a constant substitution elasticity and more flexible Translog are the two most frequently used functional forms in airport industry studies. The classical regression is based on averaging technique, so doesn’t contain efficiency as a component of a model specification. In relation to airports, the classical regression represents a model of airports productivity, but not efficiency.

The pioneering airport regression analysis studies executed by Keeler [58], and Doganis and Thompson [59] deal with airports cost curve construction. Keeler estimated the Cobb-Douglass regression between operating costs and ATM on the base of pooled panel data of US airports. Doganis and Thompson also constructed Cobb-Douglass regression using WLU as an output and estimated its parameters for British airport cross-sectional data.

Later several similar studies with enhanced model specification (Translog) and estimation techniques (panel data econometrics) were published. Good literature reviews on this subject can be found in [60] and [61].

A statistical approach to frontier construction and efficiency estimation brought to development of a set of models: stochastic frontier model, thick frontier model, and distribution-free model are frequently used ones. Stochastic frontier analysis (SFA), the most popular approach, was presented by Aigner, Lovell, Schmidt [62], and Meueen and van den Broeck [63] in 1977. This approach, rarely used for airports efficiency analysis before, recently became quite popular. The main strength of SFA is a statistical approach both to frontier and unit efficiency estimation, which makes easily available to apply confidence intervals, significance, hypothesis testing, and other statistical procedures. These advantages require mandatory specification of a frontier functional form and a law of efficiency distribution. Selection of a frontier form is usually made from Cobb-Douglass and Translog functions, and rarely includes more flexible, but data-consuming forms like Fourier-Flexible. Half-normal and truncated normal distribution laws are the most frequently used options for the efficiency (inefficiency) component. The latter (truncated) distribution allows direct inclusion of factors influencing airports efficiency into a model, and simultaneous estimation of all model parameters. In 2005 Greene [64] extended the SFA model with cross-form heterogeneity, which is considered as one of the most important problems with airport benchmarking. Greene’s models (called true fixed and random effects models) estimation requires panel data, are currently available for airport applications.

First (to the best of our knowledge) SFA application to airports efficiency analysis was presented by Pels et al. [16], [65]. They applied homogeneous Cobb-Douglass frontier model to a sample of European airports and made comparison of estimation results with DEA-based estimates. Later Oum et al. [66] applied the Translog stochastic frontier model to estimate influence of airport ownership on its efficiency.
During last three years number of studies significantly increased. Barros et al. presented a set of heterogeneous SFA applications to European [67], Japanese [68], and UK [30] airports. Voltes [61] analysed European, American, Oceania, and Asia-Pacific samples of airports, and later Spanish airports separately [69]. Muller, Ulku, and Zivanovic [47] within the bounds of German Aviation Performance project executed a comparison of British and German airports performance, estimated by different techniques (PFP, DEA, and SFA). Pavlyuk [70], [71] has analysed efficiency of European airports using the stochastic frontier model taking spatial competition among airports into consideration. Scotti applied homogeneous SFA model for Italian airports in his doctoral dissertation [8] and related articles [72].

Summing up SFA model applications, we can a growing academic interest to usage of this approach to airports efficiency estimation and a lack of studies with a heterogeneous frontier, which supposed to be a right choice for variegated environment of the airport business.

Two other stochastic frontier methods mentioned in the Table 1 are distribution-free and thick frontier approaches. Both methods remove restrictions of SFA related with mandatory specification of the frontier functional form and inefficiency distribution law and make estimation more flexible, but exacting to a volume of data. These strong requirements to data volume can be considered as one of the main reasons why there are no empirical applications of these methods to airport efficiency analysis.

Summarising this section, we note that the discussion about a correct approach to airport benchmarking is far from complication. There are several different approaches with their own advantages and shortcomings. The problem becomes even more complicated due to diverse nature of the airport business, allowing different approaches to definition of resources and outputs. Despite the complexity of the problem (or maybe thanks to this fact), airport benchmarking attracted a significant attention of world-wide scientific community.

3. Spatial Competition among Airports: Theory and Applications

Airport competition and its elements

The liberalisation of the European airport industry activated market mechanisms. Nowadays competition among airports can be considered as an integral part of the airport industry. According to the mainstream economical view, competition should act like a spur to increase efficiency of airports, forcing them to find better ways of demand fulfilment. During last two decades airport competition became a popular topic of theoretical and empirical studies, and widely recognised as a positive mechanism, leading to resource saving, service quality improvements, and development of the industry as whole. Although this thesis is commonly acknowledged, there are several not unfounded critical opinions in literature. Some authors [73] state that increasing competition leads airports to lack of critical mass (traffic volume required for covering obligatory operating costs), excessive capacities and swallowing up subsidies as a result. Regardless of its consequences, competition process among airports is very diverse. There is a wide variety of ways in which airports compete (the list is compiled on the base of Tretheway and Kincaid [74] and Forsyth [75] studies):

- Competition for passengers with neighbour airports on a shared local market.
- Competition as a destination point (for tourists, businesses, etc.).
- Competition for passengers with other transport modes (high-speed railways, ferries, etc.).
- Competition for connecting traffic.
- Competition for cargo traffic.
- Competition for contracts with airlines.
- Competition of non-aeronautical services (car parking, retail, maintenance).

All presented types of airports competition already play an important role in industry regulation; first two types (competition for passengers on a local market and for visitors as a destination point) are attracting special interest due to industry-specific spatial settings.

Although the presence of competition effects in the airport industry is widely acknowledged, there are little empirical evidences on a strength of competition among airports. Forsyth [76] states mild competition among airports and specifies a set of factors limiting it:

1. Common ownership of neighbour airports. Frequently airports in major European cities (London, Berlin) are owned by one proprietor, which makes competition among them imperfect (if any).
2. Scale economy is very important in the airport industry and it’s difficult for small or new airports to reach the optimal traffic volume.
3. Indivisibility of airport infrastructure complicates a reaction of airport management for demand fluctuations. Airport scale can’t be increased (or reduced) continuously or by small pieces under infrastructure restrictions. For example, building of a new runway significantly increases airport scale, but requires significant capital investments at once.

4. Environmental and other legal barriers prevent entry of new airports (to ensure a competitive market).

5. Congestion of some airports makes them insensitive for demand changes.

6. Different airport regulation regimes and government subsidies make competition among airports imperfect.

There are some other sceptical opinions about current strength of airport competition [77], [78]. Despite the specified obstacles for airport competition and widely used regulation mechanisms as a competition replacement, there are a number of strengthening competition indications in European airport industry.

Evidences of strengthening airport competition in Europe

A positive influence of low-cost carriers’ (LCC) activity on airport competition is well researched [82], [83], [84]. The entry of low-cost carriers on the European market changed an established airport hierarchy and encouraged the development of small and medium secondary and regional airports. Also LCC catalysed a substantial growth of direct connections between airports. These LCC effects (among others) stimulated a competitive activity in the European airport industry.

Number of new airport entries to the market also can be considered as an evidence of increasing competition. Muller-Rostin et al. [9] estimated the overall level of competition in the airport industry using numbers of newly opened (entry) and closed (exit) airports as indicators. In this study authors investigated competition on a by-country basis for Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Poland, and jointly for other Eastern European countries.

Strengthening competition on the airport market is also attested by increasing marketing efforts of airport management. According to Tretheway and Kincaid [74], the ratio of marketing staff per passenger in selected UK airports was significantly increased.

An indirect, but meaningful evidence of intensifying competition is an interest to market power estimation from government competition authorities. During last years competition commissions, previously considered airports as natural monopolies, requested some airport market power researches. UK Competition Commission estimated the market power of London Stansted [85] and currently implementing a similar research for Heathrow, Gatwick, and Stansted [86]. The team of the German Airport Performance project executed a research of the Amsterdam Schiphol airport’s market power for Netherlands Competition Authority [87] and discovered a slightly increasing competition pressure the airport exposed.

A specific feature of European transportation market is well-developed railways and motorways supported by stable people habits of their usage. Railways and motorways in this context should be considered not only as competitors for air transport, but also as a factor, increasing competition among airports for multi-modal trips. The increasing mobility of population allows airports to compete for passengers living far from airport locations.

Theoretical background of spatial competition

Competition among airports in different areas (for passengers, for airlines, etc.) is different by its nature and has various sources and effects. To the best of our knowledge, one of the most under-researched aspects of airport competition is a spatial one.

Spatial competition is mainly concerned with the locational interdependence among economic agents. The theory of spatial competition is well established and there are a significant number of its applications in different economic areas. Recently models of spatial competition were applied to movie theatres, gas stations, retail places, hospitals, country regions and others, but the airport industry is still weakly covered. Open airport market and increasing number of airports from one side and airports unalterable locations from another create good background for spatial completion in this sector.

A study, frequently cited as a pioneering in the areas of spatial competition, was presented by Hotelling in 1929 [88]. Hotelling considered a basic case of two firms producing homogeneous goods in different locations on a line and stated a key question about competition among firms and their efforts to differentiate from each other. Later the idea of Hotelling’s model was developed in different ways.
D’Aspermont et al. [89] introduced quadratic transportation costs for the model, which allowed its equilibrium solution. Salop [90] enhanced the model by replacing the linear locational structure with a two-dimensional circular one. The limitation of homogeneous goods, inadmissibly restrictive for the airport industry, also was addressed. Irmen and Thisse [91] introduced a multi-dimensional model where dimensions can have different weights. They proved that in the equilibrium point a firm differentiate itself from competitors in one dimension, but locate in the centre (close to other firms) for all other dimensions.

Correctness of Irmen and Thisse’s model has several corroborations in the airport industry. A set of dimensions can include a price segment of served airlines (from LCC to regular and elite), traffic types (from cargo to connecting or direct passenger flights), flight destinations (from domestic to short- and long-haul international), and airport geographical location. Looking at the European airport industry, we can discover several examples where airports are differentiated in one of these dimensions, but located closely in others. There are European cities with major and secondary airports (London, Paris, Berlin), where the secondary airport is typically served by LCC (and differentiated in this dimension). Another example is airports in Baltic States’ capital cities (Riga, Tallinn, Vilnius), which are differentiated geographically and don’t have to distance themselves from each other for other dimensions.

A mode of airport competition (quantity-based Cournot competition or price-based Bertrand competition) is also a subject of academic researches [92], [93]. Biscia and Mota [94] presented an outstanding review of studies on both Cournot and Bertrand competition modes in spatial settings.

**Empirical studies of airport spatial competition**

Empirical estimation of spatial competition among airports is weakly covered by researches. There are two different ways in which airports can compete spatially:

- as a departure point for local population;
- as a destination point for tourists and businesses.

Estimation of the first aspect of spatial competition among airports is usually based on the conception of catchment area. Airport industry researches define airport’s catchment area as a geographical zone containing potential passengers of the airport. Usually the geographical definition of airport’s catchment area is supplemented with demographic indicators such as population, employment, income and others [95].

Catchment area’s radius can be defined in different ways:

- by geographical distance;
- by travel time;
- by travel cost.

The metrics are used linearly or with time (distance) decay functions.

Several empirical researches used overlapping catchment areas as an indicator of spatial competition among neighbour airports. Starkie [80] studied competition between airports for hinterlands as a degree of the airports’ catchment areas overlapping (Figure 1) and later applied this approach in his further researches [96], [97].

![Figure 1. Competition and catchment areas. Source: Starkie, 2002 [80]](image-url)
Analysis of overlapping catchment areas was supplemented by additional characteristics of airport services like flights frequency, destinations, etc. Strobach [98] constructed an index of spatial airports competition for a particular destination point using a set of factors, weighted by their (author-defined) importance. The factors include transport accessibility (distance and time values for private transport and cost and time values for public transport), traffic characteristics (frequency of flights to a selected direction, minimum connecting time, numbers of gates and check-ins), and characteristics of convenience (parking spaces, terminal area, area of shopping and services). Malina [99] suggested a substitution coefficient, which “defined as the share of inhabitants within the relevant regional market of an airport that consider another airport (...) to be a good substitute from their perspective as well”. Hancioglu [78] investigated competition between Dusseldorf and Cologne/Bonn airports using Malina’s airports substitution coefficient, mainly based on overlapping catchment areas, and a custom survey of passengers’ origin regions. Pavlyuk [70] suggested constructing multiple catchment areas of an airport for different flight destinations. Bel and Fagenda [100], and Adler and Liebert [46] used number of nearby airports as a simple indicator of competition pressure.

Another popular approach to estimation of completion pressure is interviews with experts and airport management [101–103]. This approach is very useful for initial analysis of the competition pressure, but has an obvious shortcoming of subjectivity as well as quantitative measurement problems.

The second way of spatial competition among airports is based on their function to be an intermediate destination point. Leisure and business travellers manage their trips and define intermediate connection points (including airports). This subject of their choice is wider than selection between two (or more) airports in a destination city and relates to trip’s route as whole. For example, for a saving trip from London to Moscow travellers can choose between Riga and Tallinn airports as an airline-railway transfer point. Note that the essence of this way of competition is not necessary spatial, but spatial effect can take place in some cases. To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies containing empirical estimation of this aspect of spatial competition between airports.

**Spatial competition and airports efficiency**

There are few empirical studies of a relationship between spatial competition and efficiency of airports.

Borins and Advani [102] used interviews with airport managers to estimate levels of competition of two types – transferring traffic and catchment areas. Estimated competition levels were included into two classical regression models with passenger and airline orientations. Both competition types are found significantly positive in both models, so authors concluded positive influence of competition on airports activity.

Jing [104] analysed efficiency of Asian cargo airports using the stochastic frontier approach and including competition into consideration. A suggested competitiveness index was constructed on the base of airports ranking by locational, facility, service quality, charges, staff quality, connectivity, and market environment factors. Although airport’s geographical location was included into the index, spatial effects are unexamined in the paper.

Pavlyuk [70] suggested index of competition, based on overlapping catchment areas, included it into the stochastic frontier model, and discovered a positive effect of competition pressure on efficiency for a sample of European airports. Non-linear spatial interdependence was investigated in author’s further research [71] and a multi-tier model of competition and cooperation effects was suggested. The model estimates provide both positive and negative effects depending on a distance tier.

Scotti et al. [8], [54], [72] suggested an index of competition between two airports on the base of a share of population living in an overlapped region of the airports’ catchment areas. Competition was calculated separately for every destination point (exact or reasonably close) and combined into the general competition index using available seats shares as weights. The suggested index of competition was included in a set of inefficiency determinants of a multi-output stochastic frontier model. Estimating parameters of this model for a sample of Italian airports, authors concluded a significant negative relationship between competition pressure and airport efficiency. Authors explained this fact by overcapacity of airports. Airports, acting in more competitive environment, captured limited benefits of air transport post-liberalisation traffic growth, when monopolistic airports easier filled their capacity and improved their technical efficiency.

Adler and Liebert [105] investigated an influence of competition on airport efficiency using a two-stage DEA model. A level of competition was included into the second stage regression as number of significant airports within a catchment area and showed up as a significant factor for results of different regulation forms. The spatial specification of the second stage regression was tested by author, but solely for justifying of the model’s robustness.
Spatial econometrics

Recently developed theory of spatial econometrics [106] is a modern and powerful tool for analysis of spatial relationships of different types. Spatial econometrics deals with spatial interaction (a specific form of which is a spatial competition) and spatial heterogeneity in regression models. A key technical component of spatial model is a matrix of spatial weights, which contains values of spatial interdependency (frequently inversed distances) for every pair of sample objects. Methods of spatial econometrics are frequently used for analysis of competition effects in spatial settings [107], but, to the best of our knowledge, there is only one application [71] of these methods to analysis of airport productivity and efficiency.

Summarising the section, we can note that the nature of competition between airports is very complex and this subject is weakly covered by empirical researches. Due to discussed reasons we expect that the competition between airports in Europe will be strengthening in nearest future, and this fact will intensify theoretical and empirical researches in this area. Competition, being one of the best drivers of economic efficiency, should be included into airport benchmarking procedures. The role of spatial competition among neighbour airports is also expected to grow, and methods of spatial econometric can be applied for analysis of airports efficiency.

4. Conclusions and Future Research Directions

During last two decades airport benchmarking attracted a significant attention of the scientific community. Many theoretical and practical studies addressed to this problem are published recently, but methodological base and even problem specification issues are far from a consensus. The airport business is usually considered as an intermediary between population and air carriers, and it makes specification of airport resources and activity results not straightforward. Passengers and cargo transferred by an airport, airline movements served, environmental emission and noise, and other airport activity aspects are included into studies either as resources or as outputs of the business.

A range of quantitative methods used for airport benchmarking is reasonably wide. Productivity indicators (PFP and TFP), deterministic (DEA, FDH) and stochastic (SFA) frontier approaches are widely used. Partial productivity indicators (APM per employee, operational costs per WLU) are frequently used for initial analysis of airport efficiency, but reflect only a particular aspect of the business. Modern approaches to estimation of overall airport efficiency are based on the frontier concept. The majority of airport studies utilise deterministic frontier DEA approach to benchmarking, but during last three years number of stochastic SFA approach applications is increased significantly. We associate this interest to stochastic frontier applications with recent theoretical SFA developments, which allow taking into account a heterogeneous nature of airport production. Considering the complexity of the airport business, we can conclude a significant research field in this direction.

Discussions about competition among airports are also intensified last years. Despite several reasonable sceptical opinions about the existence of significant airport competition, there are a number of studies related to empirical evidences of competition. A structure of airport competition is composite. Airports compete for passengers, contracts with airlines, for arriving passenger traffic, for transferring traffic, for cargo transportation and others. Each component of airport competition can be considered as a separate topic of research, with its own features and problems. Spatial competition, based on locational interrelation between airports, is a special type of competition, which is addressed by several recent researches. The most popular spatial approach is based on the catchment area concept. This concept allows authors to estimate and analyse a level of spatial competition among airports. The theory of spatial competition is well-developed, but number of its empirical applications in the airport industry is very limited, which creates an extensive area for further researches.

Finally, an empirical relationship between spatial competition and efficiency of airports is also weakly researched. According to the mainstream economics, competition is the best way to force agents to improve their efficiency, but a power of this mechanism in the airport industry is almost unstudied. A small number of empirical studies don’t allow make a comprehensive conclusion about the subject. The methodological base of this kind of researches is also scanty, so influence of spatial competition on airports efficiencies is an extensive and complicated research topic. We seem that application of spatial econometrics to this area will enhance the methodological base of analysis and lead to practically important results.
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